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SCOTLAND’S HISTORIC HOTELS
Showcase your property’s historical significance to thousands

Contact Sarah right now to book your place and reach our engaged audience!
Sarah Hopton on 0113 200 2925 / sarah.hopton@warnersgroup.co.uk

 Website   þ            Magazine   þ       Social Media þ

The new ‘Historic Hotels’ web pages are dedicated to   
 Scotland’s finest places to stay… just like yours!
The popular www.historyscotland.com website, and History Scotland email newsletters and 
magazine give you the chance to promote your hotel to over 130,000 engaged enthusiasts who 
love history and enjoy travelling and exploring Scotland.

The recently launched ‘Exploring Scotland’ guides are hugely popular and now we’re excited to be 
launching a section of the site dedicated to heritage accommodation throughout Scotland.

Pay just £240 per year and get the following coverage…

• Your own ‘hotel spotlight’ web page in the Historic Hotels section 

 (up to 400 words, six  images, full website/contact details, plus,   

 a 100-word outline of the hotel’s historical significance)

• Your details included in the ‘Historic Hotels’ directory on the 

 website (and online map) and published in every issue of 

 the popular bi-monthly History Scotland magazine  

 (30 words, image and contact details/website)

•  1 x social media post promoting your hotel and linking  

 to your ‘hotel spotlight’ page

• PLUS! You will also receive an official ‘Historic Hotel’ certificate  

 to display in the property’s reception area, featuring a 100-word outline  

 of the hotel’s historical significance.

    …that’s just £20 per month! 

Upgrade and also be featured on our ‘Historic Hotels’ email

We will be sending out a special ‘Historic Hotels’ themed email to our 

audience at least four times a year. Your ‘hotel spotlight’ panel will be 

featured on the Historic Hotels email (up to 30 words, your logo or image, 

link to your ‘hotel spotlight’ page) 

Book your panel for just £75 per email

Your dedicated hotel 
spotlight article  
on the website

Put your hotel on the 
map with the online  
(and print) directory



Average of 50,000 unique 
website visitors a month

45% UK    44% USA

56% Female 44% male

21% aged 55-64
19% aged 45-54

48% are interested in hotels  
and travel information

WEBSITE 
VISITORS

SOCIAL 
MEDIA
Total growing reach of 66,823

Average across Facebook,  
Twitter and Instagram: 

60% women  50% men

40% aged 45-54
25% aged 55-64

75% of our top fans  
live in the UK

EMAIL

Growing list of 4,700

Average open rate of 37%
(Industry average is 20%)

Average click rate of 8%

80% are keen history enthusiasts

70% would be interested in 
travelling to attend a history talk, 
lecture or exhibition in Scotland  

MAGAZINE

Distributed worldwide in a 
range of outlets. Average 
circulation over 7,000

An authority on Scotland’s 
history: written by historians, 
curators and authors

Digital editions available on 
computer, tablet and phone

70% of subscribers read the 
magazine because Scottish 
history is their hobby

66% would consider going on 
a historical retreat or holiday

EXPLORE SCOTLAND’S INCREDIBLE PAST

The world’s premier Scottish 
history publication


